Travel Recommendations for events at ULD, Kiel

ULD is conveniently located in the pedestrian zone of Kiel.

Address: Holstenstraße 98, 24103 Kiel

Ring at “ULD”. The meeting room is on 4th floor.

After 15:00 ring with “erster-stock.de” and colleagues will let you in.

Travel by Train

ULD is 5-10 walking minutes away from the station. Alternatively you may ride nearly any of the city busses leaving on the side of train station e.g. numbers 11, 72/72, 32, 91/92, 100/101, 501/502 and ride for one station (either “Andreas-Gayk-Straße” or “Ziegelteich”).

Travel by Air via Hamburg

Hamburg is the next airport. There are two shuttle services going to Kiel. Both leave at the same spot on the arrival level (basement) of the airport next to the taxi stops at Terminal 1 (map below).

Shortest route: From the gate walk to the luggage return, pass customs and leave the building. Turn left, pass the waiting taxis. Kielius (orange/green bus) and KielEXX (black/orange minibus) have their Stop close to the apothecary. Plan around ~20+/- min to get from gate to the bus stop when travelling with carry-on luggage.

- Kielius-Bus: cheapest way to get to Kiel. Leaves in Hamburg hourly at xx:15 and likewise from in front of the main entrance to Kiel train station at xx:15. Holders of a BahnCard are eligible for a rebate.
KielExx: Door-to-Door service. Leaves during operation hours (Mo-Fr and Sunday afternoon) twice per hour at xx:20 and xx:50. When going to ULD ask to go to “Hotel Astor” the very next spot to ULD one may reach by car. Order up to 1,5 h in advance guarantees you a seat, otherwise on basis of availability call: +49 431 77080 – dial “2” in the menu. Going to Hamburg call at latest 2 hours in advance. Ask for being picked up at “Hotel Astor” when leaving from ULD. http://www.vineta.net/airport/kielexx.php

“Airportservice Exklusiv”: Operated by same taxi-company as KielExx. Requires order about 2 h before arrival at HAM at +49 431 77080 – dial “1” in the menu. Have flight number and arrival time at hand. Name “Hotel Astor” as destination address in Kiel. Costs around 80,- EUR, price per person gets attractive in relation to KielExx with 3 or 4 passengers. http://www.vineta.net/airport/exclusiv.php

- Taxi: Costs for the taxis waiting at Hamburg airport vary, estimate 150+ EUR.

Travel by ship

Travel to Kiel from Gothenburg, Sweden (5 walking minutes from the terminal to ULD) or Oslo, Norway (walking 15-20 min or by bus)

Travel by car

Next parking garage: Tiefgarage Europaplatz, Kleiner Kuhberg, Kiel
Free Parking possible at Wilhemplatz (15 min walking), but may be blocked for events.
Hotels
Search and book via your preferred booking platform. Close to ULD are:

- Hotel Astor (directly next to ULD)
- Basic Hotel Ostseehalle (next to ULD), Comment by previous guests: OK and fair for the price but literally „basic“. Late arrivals: Belongs to the same chain as Hotel Astor. Keys may be picked up there.)
- Inter City Hotel (close to the train station)
- B&B Hotel (close to the train station)
- Hotel Atlantic (close to the train station)
- Berliner Hof (close to the train station)